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SYMMETRIZATION OF BRACE ALGEBRAS 
MARILYN DAILY AND TOM LADA 
ABSTRACT. We show that the symmetrization of a brace algebra structure yields 
the structure of a symmetric brace algebra. We also show that the symmetrization 
of the natural brace structure on 0 f c > 1 Hom(V®
fc,V) coincides with the natural 
symmetric brace structure on 0 A ; > 1 Hom(V®
fc, V)as, the direct sum of spaces of 
antisymmetric maps V®k —> V. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Brace algebras were first studied in the context of multilinear operations on the 
Hochschild complex of an associative algebra [3, 2, 1]. Symmetric brace algebras, 
in which the brace operations possess the property of graded symmetry, were subse­
quently introduced in [5]. Just as one may construct L^ algebra structures by anti 
(skew) symmetrizing l̂oo algebra structures [4], we show in this note that the sym­
metrization of a brace algebra structure yields a symmetric brace algebra structure. 
We prove in Section 5 that one may define a symmetric brace operation ( , ) on a 
graded vector space with a given non symmetric brace operation { , } by 
f(gi,.-.,9n) := X^ бИ/{^(1)>---^(n)}-
aesn 
The motivating example of a brace algebra is 0 f c > 1 Horn (V®
k, V), and the funda­
mental example of a symmetric brace algebra is the subspace of anti symmetric maps, 
© f c > 1 H o m ( l ^ , 1 7 )
a s . 
In Section 6, we show that these algebras are related by 
J2 ^)ds(f{ga(i),.. .,gc{n)}) = as(f)(as(g1),.. .,as(gn)), 
where / , 5 i e Hom(K®*,V), as{f)(vu... ,vk) := £ ( - l )
a e(^) /K(1) , . . . ,v,(fc)), and 
e(cr) is just the Koszul sign of the permutation. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we review the definitions and fundamental examples of brace 
algebras and symmetric brace algebras respectively. Section 4 contains a collection of 
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technical lemmas that are needed to prove the main theorems in the final two sections. 
Throughout this article, Sn will denote the symmetric group on n symbols. 
2. BRACE ALGEBRAS 
Definition 1. A brace structure on a graded vector space consists of a collection of 
degree 0 multilinear braces x,X\,... ,xn i-> x{x\,...xn} which satisfy the identity, 
x{ } = x, and in which x{x\,...,xn}{y\,...,yr} is equal to 
In the above formula, the sum is over all sequences 0 < i\ <j\ <... < in < j n < r, and e 
is the Koszul sign of the permutation which maps (x\,...,xn,y\,...,yr) to 
(2/1»• • • i j / i u ^ i i J/II+I» • • • 5%'ny.n+ii • • • > yi„,xn,yin+i, • • • >%„>.yj„+i) • • • ->yr) • 
The motivating example for a brace algebra structure is the space 0 Horn (V®k, V) 
with the natural brace operation of degree —n given by the composition 
f{9l, ...,9n}= J2 f (I®'0 ® 51 ® l®*1 ® • • • ® 9n ® I®'") , 
ko-\ \~kn=N-n 
where / € Kom(V®N,V). This operation arises from the endomorphism operad of 
V considered in [1]. This operation was also utilized in the context of the Hochschild 
complex of an associative algebra V in [3] and [2]. For maps of arbitrary degree p, we 
have 
Example 2. Let V be a graded vector space and consider the graded vector space 
B,(V) where 
B,(V):= 0 Hom(l^fc,lOP 
p—fc+l=s 
and where Horn (V®k, V)p denotes the space of fc-multilinear maps of degree p. Given 
/ € Horn (V@N, V)p and gt G Horn (V®
a-', V)9, define 
f{9u--.,9n}£Hom(V®r,V)p+qi+...+qn 
where r = ai -\ h an + N - n by 
f{9u---,9n}= Y, (-l)0f(l®k°®9i®l®kl®---®l®k'-1®9n®l®kn), 
ko+---+kn=N~n 
where 
P = ̂ 2[ai-1] [kj + a3\ + J^(N - i)ft + ^ftflj • 
j<i i j<i 
Remark 3. In Example 2, suppose that there exists a collection of maps 
tikeKom(V®
k,V)k-2eB-\(V). 
If we let ji = ji\ + /JL2 + . . . , then an ^4^ algebra structure on V may be described by 
the brace relation //{/i} = 0 [5]. 
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3. SYMMETRIC BRACE ALGEBRAS 
n 
Definition 4. An n-unshuffle of IV elements is a partition ~^ â  = IV and a permuta­
tion 7 G SJV such that 
ѓ=l 
n - l 
7 is (n+1) 
unshuffle 
7 1 — 1 
7(1) < • • < 7(ai).7(l + ai) < • • • < 7(̂ 2 + ai),... ,7(1 + 53a*) < * * < i W • 
i = i 
If we wish to emphasize the partition, we call such a permutation an (a i |a 2 | . . . \an) 
unshuffle. 
Definition 5. A symmetric brace algebra is a graded vector space together with a 
collection of degree zero multilinear braces /(gi,... ,gn) which are graded symmetric 
in 01,... ,gn. In a symmetric brace algebra, it is also required that / ( ) = /, and that 
f(9u • • • ,9n)(xu • • • ,xr) be equal to 
5 3 e-/(^l(^7(l)'"-^7(ai))? 
• • • ^ " ^ ( i + E r - T i 1 ^ ) ' • • • 'xi(E?=idi)^
xi(i+ru^y''' 'x7(r))> 
where e is the Koszul sign of the permutation which maps (gi,... ,gn, £ 1 , . . . , xr) to 
(Si. ^7(1) > • • * 'X7(ai) '52v • ' 'X7(l+Er=i 1«i) ' * * * ' X7(E?=i a i ) ' ̂ n ' X7(-+£?=-i a*)' * * ' 'X7(r)) • 
Just as with brace algebras, the fundamental example of a symmetric brace algebra 
is provided by the space of antisymmetric maps of degree p, 0Hom(y® fc, V)*s. To 
be precise, we have 
Example 6. Let V b e a graded vector space and B*(V) be the graded vector space 
given by 
BS(V)= 0 Horn (V®*, 10?, 
p-k+\=s 
Given / G Horn (V®N, V)av
s and g{ G Horn (V®
ai, V)aq
s, 1 < i < n, define the symmetric 
brace 
/(gi, • • .,9n){xu • • • ,*r) = (-1)5 5 ^ x(7)/(gi ® ' •' ® gn ® l®N"n)(x7(1),... ,x7 ( r )) , 





s = 5 3 (^ ~ * ) * + 5 3 * a J + 5 3 ^ + 5 3 ( n ~ *)a*' 
i j<i j<i i 
and x(l) :— s g n (7)^(7) is the antisymmetric Koszul sign of the permutation 7. 
Remark 7. Suppose that in Example 6 we have maps 
fee Horn (V^,V)JEi2eB-i(V). 
If we let I = l\ +12 + . . . , then an L^ algebra structure on V is given by the symmetric 
brace relation /(/) = 0. 
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4. SOME LEMMAS 
Although the expressions in this paper involve many sums, permutations, and anti-
symmetrizations, we will be able to simplify things considerably with the help of the 
following lemmas. Lemma 8 provides a decomposition of as(f) which will be useful 
later. 
Lemma 8. as(f) = f o $ n m o ̂ n o 6 m V / G Horn (17®
n+m, V), where 
Qm(j/1, • • • , 2/n, ZU • • • zm) = _>__ x W ( l / l » • • • , !/n, *ir(l), • • • -^r(m)), 
7T€5,M. 
* n ( y i , • . • ,2/n, * 1 , • • • Zm) = ____%X(<7)(»7(1), • • • , J/a(n), * 1 , • • • * m ) , 
<rES„ 
$nm(l/l , • • • , 2/n, * 1 , • • • , Zm) = ^ (-1)
V (zU . . . , zfc0,J/l, ^1+fco, • • • , 1/n, 1̂+fco 
fco-l l-fc„=m 
H • + & n - i , . . . , 2 m ) , 
n 
and 77 = _T{^ [*_ + • • • + Z(jfeo+Jki+-..+fe_i)] + (n - i)M-
i=l 
Proof. Since \j?n does all permutations of the first n inputs, 9 m provides all permuta-
tions of the last ra inputs, and $ n m distributes the last n variables between the first m 
in every possible way, the composition is clearly a sum of all permutations of the origi-
nal n + ra variables. A moment's reflection also reveals that the sign of each summand 
in the composition is the Koszul sign together with the sign of the permutation. • 
Lemma 9 states that if we sum over all (signed) (a\\... \an) unshuffles, and then sum 
over all (signed) permutations of the a* variables in each piece, then this is equivalent 
to just summing over all signed permutations of the original a\ H \-an variables. 
Lemma 9. If N = a\-\ Yani then ___ xC
71") (^TT(I), • • •, Xn(N)) is equal to 
7rGS/v 
_C *(7) _C X ^ 1 ) " * _C XW(l7Wl)).-'^7(iri(ai))^7(ir2(l)+ai). liз тriЄS,.! Í Г „ „ Є 5 „ П (oi|... |On) 
unshuffle 
'^(^W+Eľ-Гi1^)) 
Proof. Clearly, the right hand side is the sum of distinct permutations of the x terms 
with the correct sign. Furthermore, since there are , \N\a \\ unshuffles 7 and (ai)\ 
permutations 7 ,̂ there are IV! summands in the right hand side, which agrees with the 
number of summands on the left hand side. • 
Lemma 10. Suppose ko + a\ + k\ + • • • + an + kn = r, a G Sn, and IT e Sr. Let 
A = ai + ... an, denote X* = x7 r(i+ a i +...+ a._1),... ,x7r(ai+...+ai), and also denote X* = 
^7r(i+A), •.. ,x7r(fco+v4),Xa(i),x7r(i+fco+i4),... ,K f7(n),x7r(i+fco+...+fcn_1+^),... ,a^(r). TTien we 
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can define n G Sr by 
(ҡ(i + A- £ aa{j)J if £ kj + £ aa{j) < i 
I ч i<m ' j<m j<m 
*(<) = 
j<m 
ҡ(i - £ fy + £ aЛ i/ £ kj + £ aaü 
V j < m j<(7(m) ' .7<m j<m 
< £ *ÿ+ £ <MJ); 
j<то j < m 
O) < * 
< Ľ fy + E a<гO)-
j < m j < m 
Furthermore, given this notation, 
Xir = xHlh...yx1tlr) ^d €{TT) = e(7r)(-l)
ai and *(*) = x(7r)(-l)a2, 
where 
n 
<*l = XI l**wl 1**0)1 + X , l**(0l [̂ (1+-̂ ) + # • • + îr(fco+-4-fci-i+-4)] 
i<j & o(i)>o(j) *'~1 .= 1 
ana7 
OL2 = ai + 2_]
 ao(i)0>o(j) + 22 a°(i)k3 -
i<j & <7(t)><r0) -»<* 
Proof. Careful examination of the definition of n reveals that the first formula moves 
"free" strings of the form z7r(i+fc0+...+fci_1),... ,£7r(fco+...+*,•) into place (for 0 < m < n), 
and the second formula relocates the strings Xa{i) (for 1 < m < n). Thus Xv = 
*^TT(1)J • • • , X{t{r)-
Furthermore, when x^ i ) , . . . , a^r) are permuted to yield x^ i ) , . . . , x^{r), the Koszul 
sign is ( - l ) a i , where the first sum in ai comes from a permuting the X{ strings, 
and the second sum comes from moving the "free" strings into place. Finally, the 
additional sums in a2 count the transpositions, yielding the correct antisymmetric 
Koszul sign. O 
Lemma 11. Suppose that a e Sn permutes {vi... vn} and {wi... wn}. Then 
(1) J2 yiw3 + _C (^W^O) + vcr(i)w<T(j)} + _C V°WW°U) - ° (m o d 2) 5 
i>3 i<j & <r(i)><r(j) l>3 
(2) J2 K(fl+^)}ED i-1)v< + E ( i " 1 ^ W (mod 2). 
i<j h a(i)>a(j) i l 
Proof. To prove the first assertion, we note that 
X . {Vo(i)V}o(3)+V)a(i)Va{j)} + Y^Va(i)V)a(j)= ^
 V
a{j)Wa{j) 
i<3 & a(i)>o(j) i>3 i<jko(i)>o(j) 
+ X ] v*(i)w*U) + Yv*(i)w°U)> 
i>jbo(i)<o(j) i>3 
which is congruent (mod 2) to 
X I V<r(i)V)o(3)+ X ) v*d)w*U)= XI v*Mw*U) = Y,ViWt' 
i<jko(i)>o(j) i>jbo(i)>o(j) <r(i)><rU) i>3 
D 
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To prove the second statement, suppose that all Wi are odd. Then 
_T K(z) + Va{j) } = ]T {Vo(i)W*(j) + WaMVrtj) } 
i<j & v(i)>v(j) i<3 & <r{i)>a{j) 
= XJ{Vi^j+t;ff(i)tiIeTO)} 
i>j 
(by the first assertion). Since all w-terms are odd, this is congruent to 
n n 
_C _C (vi + v'(0) = _C '̂ " ̂  + X^' " ^O) * 
.7=1 i=J+1 ^ j J 
5 . SYMMETRIZATION OF BRACE ALGEBRAS 
Given a (non-symmetric) brace structure { , } on a graded vector space, we can 
define a symmetric brace structure ( , ) via 
f(9u---,9n) '•= Y e(a)f{9cj(i),---,9<j(n)}-
<resn 
Clearly, this satisfies the first symmetric brace axiom, since / ( ) = / { } = /• We show 
in Theorem 15 that it satisfies the second symmetric brace axiom given in Definition 5, 
so this does in fact induce a symmetric brace structure. First, however, we need the 
following two lemmas, which are analogous to Lemmas 8 and 9. 
Lemma 12. J_ e(p) f{xp{i)).. .,xp{n)} = fn o 0m(xu - • -,xn+m), where 
p(zSn+m 
®m(yu---,yn,zu...zm)= £ c(7r)(yi,...,yn>zff(i),...zir(m)) and 
TTGSm 
fn(yu---,yn,Zu---,Zm) 
= / l €(a) Z^ ( _ 1 ) V { ^ 1 > - - -,2fco.yc7(l).2l+to. •••,2/(7(n),^l+fco+-+ib„_ii..-,^m} , 
creSv fcoH \-kn=m 
n 
with a Koszul sign given by rj = £y a { i ) [zx + --- + z{ho+kl+...+ki_l)]. 
i=l 
Lemma 13. If N = ai H h an, £/ien X]
 e(7r) (^(l). • • •. ̂ (/v)) is egim/ £0 
7TG8/V 





Remark 14. Although a brace structure allows operators g which accept an arbitrary 
number of inputs, it will be convenient in the proof of the following theorem to let ga 
denote the restriction of g which accepts only exactly a inputs. 
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Theorem 15. Given a (non-symmetric) brace structure { , } on a graded vector space, 
define ( , ) via 
7 ( g i , - . . , g n ) := Yl e(a)fi9cr(i)>---,g<j(n)}. 
(reSn 
Then / (g i , . . . ,gn)(xi, . . . ,xr) is equal to 
^T e ' / ( ^ l ) X 7 ( l ) ' • • • >X7(ai))> • • • » 3 n ( ^ 7 ( i + S n - i a . \ , 
7 is (n+1) 
unshuffle 
' ' " ' X 7 ( £ ; _ i O < ) ) ' X 7 ( l + E ? = i «*)' " ' ' ^ ^ ' 
w/iere e is the Koszul sign of the permutation which maps (gi , . . . , gn, x\,..., xr) to 
\9U ^7(l)» • • • ' X7(ai)> #2, . . . ) ^ ( l + E - J i 1 a<)> • • • ' X7(E;Li o<)» 5n, ^ ( l + ^ L i o<)» ' ' ' ' X7(0 J * 
Proof. First, we will look at the right hand side. 
If we temporarily denote 
">k — g/c(^7(l+ai + -+Ofc_i), • • • , X7(ai+--+Ofc)) 
= ___• ^ ^ j ^fc i :r7(7rfc(l)+ai + - + a i t _ i ) , • • • , ^7(Tfc(ofc)+oi+-+ojt_i) } j 
7TfcGSafc 
n 
and denote A— Ylaii ^n e n the right hand side is equal to 
i=l 
Yl (~~lY 6 W f(hl> • • • ' hn' X7(l+A), - • • , ̂ 7(o»+i+A)) , 
aiH l-on+i=r & 
7 is (oi|...|o?,.+i) unshuffle 
n 
where v — ^ 5i[^7(i) H ^^7(oi+-+oT_i)] is a Koszul sign. After applying Lemma 12, 
i=2 
this is equal to 
/ , (-^Y e(l) fni 2_^ €(7Tn+i)(/li,.. .,/ln,X7(7rn+l(i)+^),. • .,Z7(,r„+i(o„ + l)+-4)J , 
ai + - + o n + i = r , 7r„+ie5ttn+1 
7 is unshuffle 
where fn is as defined in Lemma 12. Now, we will pull all of the x terms back out, in 
order to apply Lemma 13. Note that the Koszul signs from this transformation merely 
cancel out (-1)*". We then have the following long formula: 




(Oi)l7 - !€£«! -(n+l)€Sc,.n+1 
X ( ^ 7 ( 7 r l ( l ) ) , • • • , ^7(7Tl(0l)), ^7(7T2(l)+Ol), 
• • • , ^7(7r„(i4), xi(vn+i(l)+A)i • • • ^ 7 ( - n + i ( o n + l )+A ) j ' 
Now, though, we can apply Lemma 13, which yields the much shorter formula, 
£ £ e(n) /„ (g?,.. .,<#', la^) (*„(1),... ,x,(r)) . 
(at) neSr 
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Before continuing, we need to pull all of the x terms back inside. In order to make our 
expressions a bit shorter, let X{ denote the input to g{. In other words, define 
X% — ^ 7 r ( l + a i + - + a i _ i ) , • • • , xir{ai+-+ai) f ° r i € { 1 . . . 7l} . 
It will also be convenient to let \X{\ denote the sum of the degrees of the variables in 
Xi. When we pull the x-terms inside and use the more concise notation just defined, 
the formula for the right hand side becomes 
Y Y e(7F) ( _ i r /"M X l )> • • >>9n(Xn),Xv{i+A), • • • ,Xv{r)) , 
(a{) veSr 
where v = Eifrl^Ol- After expanding /n , the right hand side is equal to 
j<i 
£ £ e(n) (-If £ e(a) £ ( - l ) ' / { ^ -
(di) TrGSr (?€SV ko-\ |-fcT,--a„+i 
• • • , ^7r(fc0+A), 9(T(1)(XCT(1)), X^i+ko+A), 
• • • , 9<r(n) {X(T(n)), X7r(i+k0+...+kn+A), • • • , ^Tr(r) } • 
n 
Here, rj = £ (ga(i) + \Xa{i)\) [X^I+A) + • • • + x-r(fco+...+fc._1+A)] and e(a) = ( - 1 ) \ where 
2 = 1 
A = E (fla(i) + \X<j(i)\) (ga(j) + l ^o ) | ) . 
i<j & (r(i)>cr(j) 
Now, we will look at the left hand side. / (g i , . . . ,gn)(-^i, • • • ,xr) is equal to 
E e(°")/{^(1), • • • ,S*(n)}(zi, • • • ,-Cr), which is equal to 
<TGS„ 
S ^ Y 6(7r) /K(l)' • • • ' (̂n)}{^7r(l), • • .,-**(!•)} • 
If we apply Definition 1 and let g"' denote the restriction of g{ which accepts exactly 
di inputs, then the left hand side is equal to 
£ e(a) £ e(n) £ /{1*»,^1
(
)
1), 1*V •• , # . J \ lfc"}(^(i).- • • ,*-(-)) • 
o-GSn 7r€Sr fco+-"+fc-.+ai + ---+a„=r 
After applying Lemma 10, this is equal to 






X (^7r(l+A), • • • , ^7r(fco+A), Xa{\), X^fi+fco+yi), 
. . . , Xa(n), XTt(\+k0 + -+kn+A), • ' • , ^TT(r) J , 
where oc\ is given in Lemma 10. Finally, when the re-terms are moved inside, the left 
hand side is equal to 
Ye^Y Y^x^r^/^u+A)'---'^^ 
a£Sn (ki,ai)ir€Sr 
• • • i 9<7(n)(X(r(n)),XTT(i+k0+...+kn+A), • • • , ^7r ( r )} • 
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Here, \i = Epa( i )K(n-A ) + • • • + x7r{ko+...+k._1+A] + Y,9*(i)\Xa{j)\ and e(a) = ( - l )
c , 
i j<i 
where C = £ 9o(i)9a(j)> 
i<j & cr(i)>(r(j) 
Now that the terms on both sides are easy to compare, it is clear that the two sides 
are equal if and only ifi> + \ + r} + ()+ai + iJ, = 0 (mod 2). 
After making the most obvious cancellations, we see that i> + X + rj + ( + ai + fiis 
congruent to 
Yl9i\X,| + ^2 (^(*)\X°ti)I + 9*(j)\X°MI) + Yl9°W\Xa(3)I, 
j<i i<j & (r(i)>cr(j) j<i 
which is congruent to zero (mod 2) by Lemma 11. • 
6. SYMMETRIZATION OF THE BRACE STRUCTURE ON 0 j f c > 1 Hom (V®
fc, V) 
In this section, we will demonstrate a nice relationship between the the brace defined 
in Example 2 and the symmetric brace defined in Example 6, by showing that the 
symmetrization of the non symmetric brace structure on Hom(V®k, V) is equal to the 
symmetric brace of the anti-symmetrized maps. Specifically, we have 
Theorem 16. £ e(a)as(f{ga{1),...,g(j{n)}) = as(f)(as(g1),...,as(gn)). 
<?es„ 
Proof. First, we will manipulate the right hand side. Using the symmetric brace 
structure defined in Example 6, as(f)(as (g i ) , . . . ,as (gn))(xi,.. • ,£ r ) is equal to 
(-1)6 Y, XW™ Wfa (0l) ® * ' ' ® aS (^) ® 10N~n)(*7(-)> • • • »*7(r)) > 
7 is an 
(ai |o2 | . . . |an + i) 
unshuffle 
where d is given in Example 6. 
When we substitute the x terms using the Koszul convention and suppress the tensor 
notation, this is equal to 




V = Yl *-X7(l) + ' ' ' + ^7(ai+-+ov-i)] 
t=2 
аnd 
hk = as (gk) (дľ 7(i + a i + . . . + a j t _ 1 ),. . ., xl{ai+...+ak)) 
= 2 J X(^)ífc (%fc(l)łoi+»+Oi.i), • • • )% łþ*)+вi+"+û--i)) ' 
TГfrЄSajL 
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If we denote A = J27=i ai anc^ aPPty Lemma 8, this is equal to 
] T X(7)(-l)<5+V °*naO$n( ^ X^n+O^l, • • • , K, X7(WBn+1(i)+i4), 
7 7r«n + l € S a n + 1 
) • • • • , £ 7 ( 7 r a n + i ( a n + l ) + A ) 
Now, we will pull all of the x terms back out, in order to apply Lemma 9. Note that 
the Koszul signs from this transformation merely cancel out (—1)". We then have the 
following long formula, 
(--)'£x(7) £ xfa)--- £" ) t M / ° ^ ° ^ ft.-1""*') 
7 7riGSftl
 7r(«.,+i)e5 '«, l+i 
(^7(711(1)), • • • ,Z7(*l(ai))>X7(7T2(l)+ai)> • • • > X7(T«-. ( -4) ' X7(*«n+i(l)+A)> • • • i
 :E7(wa„+i(a„ + l ) + . ^ ) • 
Now, though, we can apply Lemma 9, which yields the much shorter formula, 
{-I)5 Y, X(*)f ° ®na O *n(ffl, • • • ,gn, l
a"+1)(^(l), • • • ,**(r)) • 
7TGSr 
Before continuing, we need to pull all of the x terms back inside. In order to make 
our expressions a bit shorter, let X{ denote the input to gu and let Xn+\ denote the 
free x terms (letting an+i = N-n). In other words, define 
A j = X7r(i_f_ai_) (-a t_i), • • • ,-^7r(aiH ha*) • 
It will also be convenient to let \Xi\ denote the sum of the degrees of the variables in 
X{. When we pull the x-terms inside and use the more concise notation just defined, 
the formula for the right hand side becomes 
(-\f 5 > ( T T ) ( - 1 ) 7 O $„,„_„ o ^(g^X,),... ,gn(Xn),Xn+1), 
ireSr 
where v = Y^j<iQi\Xj\- After expanding \J/n, the right hand side is equal to 
(-1)* £ xW(- i )7 ° *„,*-„( £ x(^)(<Mi)(X(i)), • • • ,g<,(n)(x„in)),xn+1)). 
neSr <reS„ 
In the above expression, x(o~) is equal to (—1)A, where 
A = E [(&(.) + l*-(.)l) (q,U) + |X-0)|) + 1] • 
i<j<n, 
<r(i)>a(j) 
Now, if we expand <E>ni7v-n, we get 
Y XW(-l) í + l / + A +V(^(l+Л), • • • ,Xҡ(ko+A),9o(l)(Xa{i)),XЋ{i+kQ+A), 
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where 
n 
f = £{(?"( • ) + \X°0)\) (a:-(l+i4)+ • • • + -5-(*o+-+*.-i+i4)) + 0» - t)fc,} • 
1=1 
Now, we will work with the left hand side of the equation. Using the brace defined 
in Example 2, __]aeSn e(a)as (/{^(l), • • • ,9*(n)}){xu . . . ,a;r) is equal to 
X > ( a ) a s ( £ ( - l ^ / C l ^ ® ^ ! ) ® ! 0 * 1 ® - • •®l0fc"-1®g,(n)®l^))(^i) • • •, -*v), 
a£Sn ko+...kn=N-n 
where (3 is given in Example 2. Note also that the Koszul sign e(a) must be calculated 
using the degree of gi as an element of the symmetric brace algebra (so \g{\ = qi+ai — 1). 
Thus e(a) = ( - l ) c , where 
C = _>2 {Qa(i) + aa{i) - l)(qa{j) + aa{j) - 1). 
i<j k a(i)>a(j) 
If we now antisymmetrize by taking all signed permutations of the re's, and suppress 
the tensor notation, this is equal to 
£ £ (-l)0Hf{lko,9*W, 1 \ . . . , l
fc'-\ <M„), lfc") ( £ x ( 0 (xT(1)r..,x.w)) . 
(768,.. k0+...kn=N-n ireSr 
After applying Lemma 10, the left hand side is equal to 
£ (-lfH+a2X(K)f{lk°,9o(l), 1 \ • • • ,</„(„), l * " ) ^ ) , . . , ! ^ ) , ^ ! ) , 
7r€5r,tT€Sw, 
fco + -" + fcH=lV-7l 
^7r(l+fco+A)' ' ' ' j-^-ff(n),^7r(l+fco+-+k„+A), • • • , #7r(r)) , 
where a2 is given in Lemma 10. 
Finally, when the variables are moved inside, the left hand side is equal to 
Y_] (-if+^^xWfi^l+A), • • • , Xir(k0+A)' 9a(l) PCr(l)),
 xn(l+k0+A), 
7reSr,<7GSH, 
fco+-+fcn=/V-n (V \ \ 
• • • ,g<7(n)VAcr(n)J,^7r(l+fco+-+fcH+A)) ' • • ,X7r(r)J , 
Where /i = __]qa{i)[
X7r(l+A) + '" + ^{ko+-+ki-i+A] + E ftr(i) P-"a(j) I • 
i j< i 
Since the right hand side is equal to 
J2 x W ( - l ) ^ + A + 7 7 K ( i + A ) , • •. ,xn{ko+A))ga{1)(Xa{1)),xn{1+ko+A), 
7re8r,<reS„, 
fcoH hfc„=.V-n 
• • • ,ga(n)(-)-"c7(n)),^7r(l+A:o+--f-fcn+A)J • • • >
xn{r)) , 
we see that the two sides are equal if and only if 
/3 + £ + a2 + iJ, + 5 + i) + \ + 7i = 0 (mod 2). 
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After cancelling the most obvious terms, /3 + £ +a2+ }Ji + 8 + i> + \ + ri is congruent 
to 
Y,{n ~ i)aa{i) + ]T(N - i)g, (0 + ̂  *r(-)
a*0) 
i i j<i 
+ Yl [*r(0fl*0) + 9<r(t) + aa(i)Qa(j) + ^a(i) + Qa(j) + <-V(j)] 
i<j & cr(i)>cr(j) 
+ X ! **« i ̂ u ) i+J2(N ~ * ) * + X * a > + ! O n ~ *)<*. 
j < i i j<i i 
+ XJftl-Xjl + 1 ] k(ol^o)l + l^wl^w)] • 
J<- t<J & <r(i)>a(j) 
After applying Lemma 11, this is congruent to 
^ {{n-i)aa{i) + {N-i)q(T{i) + {i-l) [at + aa{i) + q{ + qa{i)] + {N-i)q{ + {n-i)ai} , 
i 
which is equal to £ {(n - 1) [aa{i) + a»] + (IV - 1) [$-.(*) + &] } = 0 (mod 2). D 
i 
As a corollary, we obtain Theorem 3.1 of [4]: 
Corollary 17. The anti-symrnetrization I := as{fi) of an A^-algebra structure ii 
yields an L^-algebra structure. 
Proof. Given /i{/i} = 0 (recall Remarks 3 and 7) we have 
0 = as{n{fj,}) = as{fj,){as{fi)) = /(/). • 
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